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Business Intelligence Tools for Small Companies: A Guide to Free and Low-Cost SolutionsApress, 2017

	
		Learn how to transition from Excel-based business intelligence (BI) analysis to enterprise stacks of open-source BI tools. Select and implement the best free and freemium open-source BI tools for your company’s needs and design, implement, and integrate BI automation across the full stack using agile methodologies.

	...
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Amazon SimpleDB Developer GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	SimpleDB is a highly scalable, simple-to-use, and inexpensive database in the cloud from Amazon Web Services. But in order to use SimpleDB, you really have to change your mindset. This isn't a traditional relational database; in fact it's not relational at all. For developers who have experience working with relational databases, this...
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Handbook of Data Intensive ComputingSpringer, 2011


	This handbook is carefully edited book – contributors are worldwide experts in

	the field of data intensive computing and their applications. The scope of the

	book includes leading edge data intensive computing architectures and systems,

	innovative storage, virtualization, and parallel processing technologies applied in...
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Boundary Spanning Leadership: Six Practices for Solving Problems, Driving Innovation, and Transforming Organizations (Management & Leadership)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	PRAISE FOR BOUNDARY SPANNING LEADERSHIP


	"Fostering a culture of teamwork among business units and partners is crucial for bottom-line success. This groundbreaking book, packed with practical examples and based on solid research, shows us how to get started." -- Marc Noel, Chairman, Noël Group LLC
...
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The Power of Infographics: Using Pictures to Communicate and Connect With Your Audiences (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2012

	Need to overcome information overload and get your message across? Infographics are your secret weapon. Using them, you can deliver knowledge and ideas visually, so your audiences can understand them quickly - and take action. In The Power of Infographics, Mark Smiciklas helps you understand how to...
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Python Data Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a developer with knowledge of Python you are already in a great position to start using data visualization. This superb cookbook shows you how in plain language and practical recipes, culminating with 3D animations.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to set up an optimal Python environment for data visualization

...
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Reading, Writing, and Racism: Disrupting Whiteness in Teacher Education and in the ClassroomBeacon Press, 2021

	An examination of how curriculum choices can perpetuate White supremacy, and radical strategies for how schools and teacher education programs can disrupt and transform racism in education

	

	When racist curriculum “goes viral” on social media, it is typically dismissed as an isolated incident from a...
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ADO.NET 3.5 CookbookO'Reilly, 2008
 This guide is strikingly different from other books on Microsoft ADO.NET. Rather than load you down with theory, the new edition of ADO.NET 3.5 Cookbook gives you more than 200 coding solutions and best practices for real problems you're likely to face with this technology using Visual Studio...
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Moving To The Cloud: Developing Apps in the New World of Cloud ComputingSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Information is the most valuable resource in the 21st century. Whether for a

	consumer looking for a restaurant in San Francisco, a small business woman checking

	textile prices in Bangalore, or a financial services executive in London studying

	stock market trends, information at the moment of decision is key in providing the...
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XML for ASP.NET Developers (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2001
XML for ASP.NET Developers first gives a solid foundation in the basics of MSXML including XML Syntax, XML Schemas, Xpath, Xlink, Xpointer, and other concepts necessary to leverage the power of XML. After the building blocks of XML are thoroughly covered, Dan guides readers through manipulating XML documents using the Document Object Model (DOM)...
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Reinventing Financial Regulation: A Blueprint for Overcoming Systemic RiskApress, 2015

	Reinventing Financial Regulation offers an analysis of the fundamental flaws that plague the current system of financial regulation, one built around ideas of "risk-sensitivity" and "capital adequacy." Author Avinash Persaud argues that while some sensible reforms have been introduced, a fresh...
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Perl Medic : Transforming Legacy CodeAddison Wesley, 2004
Bring new power, performance, and scalability to your existing Perl code!
Today's Perl developers spend 60-80% of their time working with existing Perl code. Now, there's a start-to-finish guide to understanding that code, maintaining it, updating it, and refactoring it for maximum performance and reliability. Peter J. Scott, lead author of...
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